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Abstract. Creating the modern high-tech industry should be viewed as a
fusion of material and digital production and control methods. Industrial
enterprises with uneven electric energy consumption, which have failed to
adapt to the requirements of modern digital wholesale electricity market,
have to spend significant money to pay for hourly deviations of electric
energy, whose price constantly grows. A digital method for correcting
planned electric energy consumption based on the theory of games is
offered to reduce the costs of these enterprises, which have no possibility
for regulating own load on a real time basis. The updating is carried out
depending on hourly relations of prices on the wholesale electric energy
market in order to exclude the risks of making unprofitable hourly
transactions. An algorithm of the proposed method is provided and a
predictive model developed on its basis is described and positive results of
its testing on the basis of a metallurgical enterprise.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, digital technologies have found their way into all the areas of human activity. In
particular, the digital economy is impossible without high-tech industry based on digital
"future factories, within which a product passes through design stage to production at the
shortest time and with minimum expenses. Several plans for developing perspective future
markets, in particular, cross-industrial “Technet”, “Autonet”, “Energynet” markets have
been approved in Russia to support this strategy at the Government level. Active
participation of an electric energy consumer during on-line dispatching control of local
energy system using digital algorithms and new generation devices is assumed within the
framework of the latter. This will make it possible to develop transparent and accurate
planning of loads for electric power generators within all the energy system segments.
Within the framework of “Energynet” it is proposed to create digital algorithms and devices
allowing optimal self-dispatching of the energy system. Thus, a future consumer will
switch over from passive electric energy consumption to on-line participation in
minimization of own hourly deviations of planned electric energy consumption from actual
one. It should be noted that the task of adequate planning of consumption of any type of
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resources has been relevant at all times. The main characteristic determining the accuracy
of this planning is an uneven load curve. In particular, a metallurgical enterprise has an
uneven nature of electric energy consumption due to the steel melting process peculiarities.
Applying the quick-acting computing means and up-to-date predictive algorithms will
allow combining the effects of digital methods on the functional process of an industrial
enterprise and its economics improving the most important production and economic
indicators of the country’s entire industrial sectors, thus taking care of environmental
problems, because active participation of industrial enterprises in the process of electric
energy consumption will make it possible to refuse from loading inefficient electric energy
generator by saving non-renewable resources to be used for electric energy generation.

2 Brief review of existing prediction methods
There is a great number of methods, which are actively applied to predict electric energy
consumption. At present time, mathematical time series models prove to be the best, they
include autoregressive models, exponential smoothing models, neural network models,
Markov’s chain models and those based on classification and regression trees CART [1].
These models are used by industrial enterprises as well in conditions of wholesale electric
energy market [2]. However, a significant decrease in predictive accuracy with irregularity
of time series are referred to well-known disadvantages of these models [3]. The human
factor and non-stationary nature of steel melting process are the main causes of irregular
electric energy consumption during metallurgical production [4]. Some metallurgical
enterprises, in particular, Oskolsky electrometallurgical plant, try to use neural network
models to plan their hourly electric energy consumption [5]. Works on an analysis of hourly
electric energy consumed by Magnitogorsk metallurgical plant show the inefficiency of
time series models and correlative-regression analysis [6]. For example, Volzhsky pipe
plant carries out involuntarily planning activities according to average previous day’s
consumption based on an expert judgment made by personnel of the chief power engineer
department [7]. Foreign researchers ironically call this approach a "straw man's prediction"
[8]. Due to no generally accepted solution available for planning irregular consumption
there are prediction methods for market price indicators actively developed, which are used
to predict intermediate electric energy consumption [9]. Therefore, at present time there is a
big field for experiments and improvement of digital methods and models including those
within the "Energynet" area.

3 Cost elements of electric energy consumed by a large
enterprise
Electric energy cost S on the wholesale energy market (EM) at every hour of day is
calculated in accordance with market regulations [10, 11] as per the formula below:
  V f  V p   C B M  , if  V f  V p 

S C D A M  V p  
,
  V f  V p   C B M  , if  V f  V p 

(1)

Where CDAM is a price on the day ahead market (DAM), Vp is planned, Vf is actual
consumption, CBM+ is a buying price CBM is a selling price on the balancing market (BM).
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In this case the EM with the purpose of stimulating the market participants for accurate
planning of hourly electric energy consumptions sets the DAM and BM prices in
accordance with the following formula:
C BM   C DAM  C BM 

(2)

Every hour the price of one of the BM prices matches the DAM price (Fig. 1),
determining the profitable type of transaction; type 0 – CDAM coincides with CBM+ (a white
rectangular), type 1 – CDAM coincides with CBM- ( a black rectangular):

Fig. 1. DAM and BM price ratio for a metallurgical enterprise in Volgograd region at time of day
5:00-6:00.

For an EM consumer there are 2 types of costs related to payment for hourly electric
energy deviations.
-total cost of hourly deviation to be paid at high BM prices relative to the DAM ones.
This type of costs can be reduced without changing the total volume of deviations.
-cost of EM out-of-balance adjustment interest invoiced by the commercial market
operator upon completion of settling period according to a ratio of certain consumer’s total
hourly deviation volume to all the EM participants' total deviation volume [11]. This type
of costs can be reduced by only changing the total volume of consumer electric energy
deviations.
The characteristics of enterprise's load curve determine an option to be selected to
reduce costs. If the consumer has a relatively even load curve then he can use well
recommended existing time series models and reduce the total volume of his deviations. If
the consumer can control the load on a real time basis then he will be able to minimize his
deviations without any predictive models. If the consumer has an uneven load curve that
does not allow planning in-house electric energy consumption by means of existing
predictive models [7] as well as if he cannot regulate the load on a real time basis due to
reasons that are not related to the production technology then he has to deal with a great
amount of electric energy deviations. A metallurgical enterprise has this type of electric
energy consumption in particular as it has been mentioned above. Consequently for these
EM participants there is only one way to reduce the costs of both types – avoiding
unprofitable hourly transactions on the BM by switching over from quantitative prediction
of electric energy consumption to qualitative prediction of BM and DAM price ratios. Thus,
planned consumption Vp is predicted in a vicarious manner.
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4 Digital method for updating of planned electric energy
consumption
At the first stage the enterprise calculates its load curve for the next days based on the
production plans of its main process facilities. The main task of this first stage is to form
such a planned hourly load curve that will be close to an average value of actual electric
energy consumption on the next day as much as possible. Calculation is carried out
according to the following formula:
k

 Pl
Vp 

j

j 1

24

*U

j

,

(3)

Where j is the serial number of facility, k is the number of facilities, Plj is the production
plan, (tn), Uj is the specific consumption of facility j, (kW·h/tn).
The preliminarily calculated planned curve for each hour separately is updated at the
second stage. In this case it is taken into account that all the EM participants have no full
information about DAM requests from each other neither about existing limitations of the
unified energy system cross-flows nor about actual changes in demand for electric energy
by consumers of their region [10]. Consequently, the enterprise with uneven uncontrolled
consumption needs to solve the task of making decisions and selecting the optimal option
from a variety of alternate values for updating the planned electric energy consumption in
uncertain conditions related to the future ratios of both hourly DAM and BM prices and the
volumes of planned and actual electric energy consumption [7]. The mathematical
mechanism that is mostly suitable for resolving this type of task is a mechanism of game
theory. The EM participant competes to get the maximum profit by sending their requests
in attempts to predict the requests sent by other participants (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. “A game" of wholesale electric energy market participants.

For example, the buyer indicating 24 3-stage pairs of "volume-prices in the DAM bid
establishes the price value that he agrees to pay for the given volume of electric energy at a
certain hour of day, trying to predict the prices values set by the generators in similar bids.
If we consider the influence of participants’ moves on each other in a day following the
predicted one then these participants use the statistic values of DAM and BM prices of the
previous day that in their turn have been determined by earlier moves made by all the EM
participants (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Influence of other EM game participants.

Thus, the EM game is consistent, because the hourly price values received from the
market Operators in accordance with Regulations [10, 11] indirectly depend on the previous
moves made by all the participants. Taking into account the presence of uncertainty relative
to other participants’ bids placed on this current day it is possible to say the consistent game
of the EM participants is a game with incomplete information in accordance with generally
accepted classification. Presuming that the determination of each main analyzed
parameters – type of price and electric energy volume ratios- is a nondeterministic
experiment in which only one of the two mutually exclusive outcomes can be implemented
(Fig. 4) for formal description of the outcome implementation process during the analyzed
interval being equal to the EM settling period, it is possible to apply the tools of the theory
of probability [12].

Fig. 4. Non deterministic experiments during determination of price and volume ratios.

Because the principle of optimality that is used to select a suitable alternative from a
number of possible update values Vp is unknown, it should be found by solving the
selection task in accordance with the decision – making theory. The final decision will be a
function of utility or profit. The target function of a model for solving the set task in
opinion of a person making the decision can be described as follows [7]:
N
 N i
i
  S DAM  BM   S * DAM
 i 1
i1
 N
N
 V 
V *i ,


i
 i 1
i1

 BM

,

(4)

i
Where S DAM
is electric energy cost and V i is the amount of deviations after updating
 BM
the planed electric energy consumption, S * iDAM  BM is electric energy cost and V * i is the

amount of deviations before updating, i is the number of hour, N is the number of hours
within a reporting month.
Thus, in this case the decision-making task is a multi-criterion task: one criterion is to
reduce electric energy cost and another one is to reduce the amount of deviations. However,
considering the fact that the amounts of deviations can be expressed in their costs and
presuming the EM-out-of-balance update fraction as the second type costs [11], the task
becomes a single-criterion one: its criterion is electric energy cost.
Summarizing the abovementioned information makes it possible to say that in order to
ensure that only the profitable BM transactions are made, the enterprise needs to solve the
task of selecting such an update value for preliminarily calculated planned electric energy
consumption task that will make the expected hourly profit prevail over the loss within this
settling period by calculating the utility function based on one criterion. In order to
calculate the utility function, it is necessary to consider all possible options in the electric
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energy price-to-volume ratios during updates of Vp. Let us repeat briefly the outcome of
utility functions earlier calculated by the authors [4, 7] by an example of negative update
function F0, which makes planned volume Vp go down to updated value Vc based on 6 main
price-to-volume ratios (Fig. 5). In this situation, the actual, uneven and uncontrolled
consumption Vf can assume any values. Let us remind that there are 12 possible options of
price-to-volume ratios (6 for each update type).

Fig. 5. Outcomes of experiments during determination of main price-to-volume ratios for negative
update.

Let us record the possible profit for each option under consideration in accordance with
probabilities of price-to-volume ratios obtained as a result of their analysis over 31 previous
days – an interval being equal to the EM reporting period:
 P1 | P 2 : V  C dif ;

 P1 | P3 : V   0  V  C dif ;
 P | P : (V  V )    (V  2  V  V )  C ;
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(5)

Where P1 is probability of price ratio determination, when DAM and BM+ coincide; P2, P3
are probabilities that Vf will be higher or lower than Vp respectively; P4 is probability that Vf
will be between Vp and Vc; V is the update value equal to |Vp-Vc|; ∆0, ∆1 is an average
difference in prices during the analyzed interval for BM price ratios of type 0 and 1
respectively; Cdif is an average price of deviations according to the enterprise unbalance
share on the EM within the analyzed month [11].
The presence of BM price difference values ∆0 and ∆1 in these formulas is very
important, because this BM price difference determines the profit or loss cost, which the
economic effect for each day hour depends on:
Effect




 ( C BM   C BM  ) * V

,

(6)

The second possible parameter, as seen from the formula, is update size V.
Function F0 is calculated using the full probability formula provided that less common
options 3 and 6 are neglected (their total probability at average hourly consumption of
enterprise equal to about 150 MWt·h and update size equal to 5 MWt·h amounts to ≈0.03),
transformation of P3 into (1- P2) and reduction of P4:
F 0  V  ( P1  d 0  P2  d 1  P1  P2  ( d 1  d 0 )  2  P2 C dif  C dif )

(7)

The utility function of positive update F1 is opposite by sign to function F0. The update
sign and volume of hourly electric energy consumption initially expressed by “even curve”
is determined according to the values of utility functions F0 and F1 [7]:
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 F0  0 : V c  V p  V ;

 F1  0 : V c  V p  V ;

 F 0  F1  0 : V c  V p ;

(8)

An update carried out in accordance with the calculated values of these functions makes
the profit prevail over loss within a reporting month in accordance with statistical stability
property. In this situation it is worth noting the positive moment for the planned
consumption update method. The BM prices BM СBM+ and СBM- are determined by the EM
System Operator (SO) based on the calculation of price indicator Cind [11]:
СBM+ = max(CDAM; Cind)

(9)

СBM- = min(CDAM; Cind)

(10)

In case of negative update Vp, when it is expected that the price ratio of type 0 is
established (with profitable buy on the BM), and the SO predictive model is stimulated
towards a decrease in BM price-indicator and consequently towards an increase in
probability of price ratios of expected type (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Influence of negative update on profitable price ratios of type 0.

And on the contrary, when Vp is updated towards an increase in expectation of price
ratios of type 1 (with profitable sale on BM), the SO predictive model is stimulated towards
an increase in BM price indicators and formation of price ratio of type 1 (Fig. 7). The
influence of this factor depends on the enterprise's electric energy consumption share in its
region and update size of its planned hourly electric energy consumption.

Fig. 7. Influence of positive update on profitable price ratio of type 1.

The DAM and BM price ratios are virtually the signals given by the SO to the consumer
about how the generators are loaded at a certain hour and how electric energy should be
consumed. That is why following these signals makes it possible to avoid unprofitable
transactions made on the BM with no excessive load of inefficient generators and as a
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consequence, save non-renewable resources such as coal, gas, black oil, which helps solve
environmental problems within an energy consumption region and the country as a whole.

5 Algorithm of proposed method
The scaled-up algorithm of this method, which is used to implement the proposed method is
shown in Fig. 8. The actions described are carried out for each hour of day, and calculations
can be made in parallel in this situation. It is presumed that the enterprise has runs a
database on electric energy consumption Vp ,Vf and prices СDAM ,СBM+ ,СBM- for each hour
of day as deep as 31 days for the future period.

Fig. 8. Algorithm of digital method for updating of planned electric energy consumption.

The computer software operating in accordance with the described algorithm received
state registration certificate in 2017 as per the established procedure.

6 Method validation
The software module in C++ language implementing the above-mentioned algorithm
operates within the electric energy data measuring complex of metallurgical enterprise
operating in the Volgograd region. Every day the module analyzes the values of electric
energy prices and volumes over the previous 31 days for every 24 hours, issuing
recommendations for updating its planned electric energy consumption. Profit is
determined by comparing the financial results of original and updated DAM bids (fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Profit from recommendations of digital method broken down into months of 2017.
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Total profit gained from recommendations for updating the enterprise's planned electric
energy consumption amounts to about 1.3 mln rubles for 2017.
Actual distribution of price-to-volume ratio experiment outcomes (Fig. 5) is shown in
Fig. 10. As seen in the figure for the current software version the maximum quantity of
outcomes corresponds to the option when the algorithm finds it difficult to choose an
alternative for update, as a result the planned electric energy consumption remains
unchanged.

Fig. 10. Distribution of DAM and BM price options from 1.01.17 to 31.12.17.

Thus, with recorded economic effect there is a significant margin for further improving
the algorithm by adjusting its main parameters.

7 Conclusion
The proposed digital method for updating the planned electric energy consumption allows
solving the main task to be faced during planning of uneven, unregulated electric energy
consumption by an industrial enterprise – reducing the electric energy consumption cost
with no possible direct influence on the deviations of actual electric energy consumption
from planned one. In this case the method is a step in creating a new high-tech industry
using digital algorithms and means for optimizing the production process with minimum
costs of all resources. In particular, the proposed digital algorithms allows enterprises that
use it to be ahead on the developing prospective “Energynet” market, because these
enterprises stop being passive energy consumers and become smart participants in the
energy market, which makes it possible, among other issues, to minimize the cost of inhouse hourly deviations of planned electric energy consumption from actual one. In modern
conditions of financial crisis it allows large industrial enterprises, many of which are cityforming ones and have to fill city and regional budgets, to have an additional high-tech tool
to reduce their running costs and enhance their competitiveness. It is also important that
updating the planned electric energy consumption in accordance with electric energy
market signals results in no excessive load of inefficient generator and as a consequence
saves non-renewable natural resources.
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